We discuss foundations and options for alternative, agentbased information retrieval (IR) approaches in Social Networking (SN). In addition to usual semantic contexts, these approaches make use of long-term social and spatio-temporal contexts according to Human IR heuristics. Using a large Twitter dataset, we investigate foundations for these approaches and especially the question in how far spatio-temporal contexts can act as a conceptual bracket implicating social and semantic cohesion, giving rise to the concept of SpatioTemporal Small Worlds. 
SPATIO-TEMPORAL SMALL WORLDS
It is our goal to investigate foundations for an IR approach for (decentralized) SN focusing on spatio-temporal embedding of social and semantic relations. Spatio-temporal embedding is intended as a simple approximation for the complex socio-psychological mechanics of amalgamating and evaluating the interdependencies of WHO ↔ WHERE ↔ WHAT ↔ WHEN contexts in Human IR [10] in view of searching the information spaces of users in SN in a context aware way. This paper is a short version of our paper [10] which may be referred to for a more extensive motivation and an extensive related work section.
A social spatio-temporal small world may be defined as a social network, where the actor-nodes are spatio-temporally embedded into space-time via their current center of life. The relations correspond to directed long-term social relations of Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ACM SIGSPATIAL GIS '12, November 6-9, 2012. Redondo Beach, CA, USA Copyright 2012 ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-1691-0/12/11 ...$15.00. various types. Spatial distance metrics (and via using a current time-frame thus also spatio-temporal distance metrics) allow efficient decentralized routing in social spatio-temporal small worlds [15] . Spatio-temporal closeness is probabilistically correlated with social closeness [16] We assume that spatio-temporal distance metrics can thus also serve as one key means for a successful search for information (see [10] ) in the social spatio-temporal small world part of the complex network of information spaces and context-elements in SN.
A semantic spatio-temporal small world may be defined as a network of information items (e.g. documents) that are spatio-temporally embedded into space-time (see [10] ). One mode of edges of this network are the links indicating semantic relatedness of the items (e.g. HTTP links). The corresponding network typically has small world properties [14] . In a semantic spatio-temporal small world, spatio-temporal closeness is probabilistically correlated with semantic closeness to a certain extend [13] which is also expressed as a statistical tendency in (so-called) Tobler's first law of Geography [20] .
Social closeness is also probabilistically correlated with semantic closeness [5] [8] . Homophily [18] and Peer Influence [7] can be prominently attributed for the local homogeneity in terms of information spaces of social groupings.
Thus in view of decentralized search of relevant information in the complex network of distributed information spaces and context-elements which is characteristic of SN, we assume that social spatio-temporal small worlds and semantic spatio-temporal small worlds may act as a simple model of this complex network of context elements and spatiotemporal metrics may aid the decentralized search because of implicitly representing interrelations between spatio-temporal, social, and semantic relatedness [10] .
Based on these considerations and models and the principles of Human IR, the study [11] , proposed a new contextaware, agent-based, federated approach to IR in decentralized SN / MSN in order to investigate limits and chances of using spatio-temporal embedding and its implicit 'conservation' of semantic and social context. An evaluation with a spatially embedded Wikipedia based dataset showed the practicability of elements of this architecture (e.g. its spatio-temporal P2P Quad-Tree) [9] . Despite not disposing of a full implementation and evaluation scenario involving the necessary large number of actors and sub-systems, another feasible evaluation step encompasses the evaluating the principles guiding the architecture's IR process inspired by Human IR focusing on spatio-temporal embedding of social and semantic contexts. For this purpose, we used a large Twitter dataset, because Twitter allows to access and investigate social relations as well as semantic relations.
STUDY
Tweets and Re-Tweets which were non-English (decided using the approach of [6] )) and which we were not able to geo-locate were discarded. The remaining (Re-)Tweets were Porter-stemmed and stop-words were removed. Of the ReTweets, only the additional content without 're-citing' the original Tweet was regarded. An undirected social network between the users was induced by establishing an edge if at least one @Reply or @Mention [2] was exchanged between the respective users. Of this social network, the largest connected component was chosen, and the rest of the users and their content discarded.
Users were spatially embedded via the geo-location of their last available explicitly geo-located (Re-)Tweet. (Re-)Tweets not explicitly spatially embedded (via geo-coordinates) were embedded with a simple geo-parsing approach, analyzing the strings denoting the location and subsequently using the MetaCarta geo-coding service [4] . If this process failed, the geo-location of the Wikipedia articles corresponding to the tags of the respective (Re-)Tweet, were used, using the Wikapidia API [13] . If that fails, the location of the authoring user was used. In terms of mean average path length and clustering coefficients the resulting network possesses small world properties [10] .
Sub- Figure 1 (a) of Figure Figure 1 shows the degree distribution of social network which roughly follows a power law. This fact and the deviations from the exact power law distribution coincide with the findings in [19] [17] . This supports that the social network of actors in the data-set can indeed be assumed to be a realistic small world social network.
Sub- Figure 1 (b) shows a distribution of the number of Tweets and Re-Tweets per user which, in our experiment, simulate the information spaces of the users. While the ReTweet distribution follows a power law, the distribution of the number of Tweets shows deviations from the power-law distribution, while the R 2 -value of fitting an exponential function y(x) = ae −bx is significantly lower, supporting that a pure exponential fit is less appropriate. Functions of the type y(x) = βx −α +ae −bx , which induce an exponential cutoff of the power-law's long tail, qualitatively show a better congruence with the distribution and intuitively correspond to the reasonable assumption that extremely large information spaces of users in SN and MSN platforms are very rare.
Sub- Figure 1 (c) shows the distribution of spatial (geodesic) distance between adjacent nodes (actors with a direct social relation) in the social network. Equivalence classes of geodesic distances are determined in steps of 10 km. As reasonably expected, the distribution shows two users with a smaller spatial distance have a higher probability of being socially connected, where the distribution roughly follows a power law. This confirms other study's results, such as [17] and supports the assumption that social closeness and spatial closeness mutually imply each other to a certain extent. As the diagram depicted in the left corner of the diagram shows, the geographic distribution of the users concentrates on the densely populated areas of North America and Europe. The dip of the curve around ≈ 5000km may be explained by the separation of the North American and European continent.
Sub- Figure 1(d) shows the correlation between the spatial distance of pairs of users (this time counted in classes of 50 km steps) and the semantic similarity of their information spaces (counted in equivalence classes of 1 %). The semantic similarity of information spaces was computed as the Tanimoto coefficient of the multi-set of term-frequency vectors of the respective sets of information items (see [10] [12] although the measures used were different.
Sub- Figure 1 (e) depicts a correlation between the semantic similarity of information spaces of users (computed as in sub-figure 1(d)) and their average path distance in the social network. (Technically: of a matrix containing the absolute frequency of occurrences for a combination of a class of semantic similarities between [x, x + 1]% and a path distance in the social network, we computed for each class of semantic similarities between [x, x + 1]% the average over all path distances between 0 and 25). The result shows that the more similar the information spaces the smaller is the average social distance between the respective users. This supports the correlation between social closeness and semantic closeness.
Sub- Figure 1 (f ) shows a correlation between the geographic similarity of information spaces of users and their semantic similarity. While semantic similarity was computed in the same way as in 1(e) and 1(d), the geographic similarity of information spaces of users was computed in the following way: In order to compute a spatial relevance density for the information space of a user, a point-like spatial reference µ = (µ1, µ2) of an information item was transformed into a Gaussian density contribution N (µ, σ)(x) with diagonal sigma corresponding to a 500 km circle, cut off at |x − µ| = 500 km with the help of ArcGis [3]. All contributions (which properly respected the spherical geometry of earth's surface) were added to yield a user ui's spatial relevance density ρi(x). The geographic similarity sim(ui, uj) of the information spaces of two users ui and uj was computed via a Jaccard-like measure:
Although most of the information spaces had a similarity of 0 (this large contribution was left out of the diagram) the values show a trend that the closer the geographic similarity of information spaces, the larger the semantic similarity. Although the slope of this trend is rather small, this finding supports the correlation between geographic reference of information spaces and their semantic similarity. Relating this geographic similarity of information spaces to the spatial geodesic distance between users as shown in sub-figure 1(f ), yields a logarithmic trend supporting the reasonable connection that spatial closeness of users also implies similarity in the spatial references of their information spaces.
Sub- Figure 1 (h) relates the social similarity between users computed as the Jaccard-index of the sets of friends of two users and the respective average semantic similarity of information spaces (where the semantic similarity of information spaces is computed as in sub-figures 1(d), 1(e), and 1(f). We see a power law relating the two quantities: the more socially similar two users are, the more similar are their friend-sets and vice versa. This supports the connection between social and semantic contexts.
These findings clearly support the close connections between social, spatio-temporal and semantic contexts. In order to evaluate the basic suitability of these connections for 
IR, IR experiments were conducted with the data-set. As queries, Tweets were used. In the absence of real user assessments of relevance to be used as ground truth for the experiments, two implicit assessments of relevance were used as ground truths: As a first assessment of relevance, the ReTweets of the query Tweet were regarded as relevant. This assessment of relevance is intended to represent relevance with respect of the conscious information need of users [10] . As a second assessment of relevance, all Tweets and ReTweets of users following (see [2] ) the author of the query Tweet were regarded as relevant. This assessment of relevance is intended to represent relevance with respect to the unconscious information needs of users containing the contextual seeds discussed in [10] . In order to compare semantic search, social search and spatial search (excluding temporal aspects for reasons of simplicity) as a contextual bracket implicitly relating social and semantic contexts, seven types of retrieval processes were tested on the data-set. For each type of retrieval, the 50 best results (according to the IR model of the respective type) are retrieved and analyzed with the first (I) and second (II) 'ground truth' assessment of relevance by computing the usual confusion matrix (TP, FP, TN, and FN) and from that standard precision P and recall R. If less than 50 items could be retrieved, either the missing ones are padded with random items from the respective pre-filtering (e.g. geographic or social) (variant A) before computing the measures to ensure comparability, or the measures are computed as is (variant B ).
Type 1 [Sem]: semantic search (standard IR): Use Lucene [1] to compute a global IR index (over all information items of the dataset) and decide upon the 50 best matches to the query Tweet using Lucene's ranking.
Type 2 [Soc]: social search (social pre-filtering and subsequent semantic filtering): Retrieve all information items authored by friends and friends of friends of the query Tweet's author, compute a local IR index on these items and decide upon the 50 best matches to the query Tweet using the local index. This type of search is roughly associated with the expert-link-based type of social search with subsequent evaluation using a local IR system in the architecture [11] .
Type 3 [Geo]: geographic search (geographic pre-filtering and subsequent semantic filtering): Using our implementation of our variant of distributed Quad-Tree and an octagonal query geometry centered around the query Tweet's spatial point reference of 'radius' between 500 km and 20 km depending on the depth of the tree in this region (corresponding to the density of information items), the spatially matching items were retrieved. On this set of items the semantically 50 best were determined as in the case of social search. This type of search is roughly associated with the spatio-temporal search of the architecture on Expertises with a subsequent employment of local IR [11] .
Type 4 [Soc∪Geo]: social-geographic search ∪ (using the union X ∪ Y of the results of geographic X and social prefiltering Y and subsequent semantic filtering with Lucene as in type 2 and 3). This type is roughly associated with the spatio-temporal search of the architecture on all knowledge flags (Expertises and Expert-Links) with subsequent local IR [11] .
Type 5 [Soc∩Geo]: social-geographic search ∩ (using the intersection X ∩ Y of the results of geographic X and social pre-filtering Y and subsequent semantic filtering). This type of search is performed for reference purposes.
Type 6 [RndGeo]: random pre-filtering geographic (randomly select as many items from the dataset as a geographic pre-filtering would deliver and perform subsequent semantic filtering). This type of search is performed for reference purposes to further investigate the impact of geographic prefiltering and thus the role of spatial context as a contextual bracket.
Type 7 [RndSoc]: random pre-filtering social (randomly select as many items from the dataset as a social pre-filtering would deliver and perform subsequent semantic filtering). This type of search is performed for reference purposes to further investigate the impact of social pre-filtering. We will first discuss variant A. While for I, the first way of ground truth relevance assessment, the conventional purely semantic search performs best by far (in precision as well as recall), social search is most successful for II, the second way of ground truth relevance assessment and geographic search is still comparable to semantic search. If the assumption that II corresponds to contributing to satisfying unconscious information needs via contextual seeds is indeed substantial, this result supports the proposed IR approach. In view of the role of spatial context as a context bracket implying semantic context to a certain degree, the comparison of the performance of geographic search (Geo) compared to random pre-filtering geographic (RndGeo) shows that indeed, Geo is significantly better than RndGeo. In other words, while Sem may use the whole set of information items to choose the 50 best (via the global index), Geo must choose from the considerably smaller set resulting from geographic pre-filtering and still delivers acceptable relative performance compared to a random pre-filtering. Indexing the whole set of information items may not be desirable for SN and MSN environments due to privacy considerations. Because of the connections between geographic closeness and social closeness, we can thus, in a realistic SN and MSN setting, expect that Geo may effectively draw from a locally richer set of relevant items and thus deliver even better overall performance than Sem.
For variant B, due to the restrictive pre-filtering an insufficient number of retrieved items may occur. the retrieved items are not padded by random items (which induces a pessimistic evaluation for the contextual search variants). Here, as a consequence, social search is best also for assessment I with respect to precision.
CONCLUSION
Our overall results may be interpreted as giving support to exploiting the concept of Spatio-Temporal Small Worlds and the underlying correlations between semantic, spatiotemporal, and social contexts for alternative IR, akin to Human IR in (Decentralized) SN. However, the evaluation environment may still not take advantage of several of the benefits of the architecture [11] (such as the power of local agent IR systems). Thus, one might expect that the approach is indeed able to deliver useful contextual seeds especially in view of unconscious information needs and thus is a new alternative IR concept for SN and MSN environments. Nevertheless, the introduced study is only a starting point for a large body of future work on connecting social, semantic and spatio-temporal contexts for new and useful forms of IR.
